Lesson 18: House cleaning – Hausputz

Many hands make light work – the same goes for housework. Expand your vocabulary with the Audio Tutor. Here you can learn new words and improve your pronunciation.

Fill in the gaps.

Today is Saturday. –  Heute ist Samstag.
We have time today. –  Heute haben wir Zeit.
We are cleaning the apartment today. –  Heute putzen wir die Wohnung.

I am cleaning the bathroom. –  _______________________
My husband is washing the car. –  _______________________

_____________________
Grandma is watering the flowers. –  _______________________
The children are cleaning up the children's room. –  _______________________
_____________________

I am putting the laundry in the washing machine. –  _______________________
I am hanging up the laundry. –  _______________________
_____________________

The windows are dirty. –  _______________________
The floor is dirty. –  _______________________
_____________________

Who washes the windows? –  _______________________
Who does the vacuuming? –  _______________________
_____________________
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